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Introduction 

A neglected aspect of American magazine publishing history is that of the French-
language periodicals published during the 1800s in that most exotic of U.S. cities, New 
Orleans. Nowhere else in our nation has there been such a body of periodical literature 
published in the French language. A total of forty-two non-newspaper periodicals were 
identified; the earliest of these was founded in 1827, the most recent, in 1895. The purposes 
of this study were to identify, categorize, and describe these periodicals and to briefly 
examine how they fit into the social history of their city. (Table 1) lists these periodicals by 
category, and within categories, by date founded. 

Separating periodic publications into magazines and newspapers sounds simple 
enough but sometimes isn’t, especially in the case of the early titles published in New 
Orleans during the 1820s and 1830s. The preeminent collector of Louisiana’s French papers 
and magazines, the late Edward Laroque Tinker, simply avoided this problem by lumping 
them all together in his Bibliography of the French Newspapers and Periodicals of Louisiana (1). 
To place a title in one of these two categories, it was necessary to physically examine issues. 
Not in every instance do the conclusions of this study agree with those of another earlier 
scholar, Max L. Griffin, who had worked on the same problem and whose "A Bibliography 
of New Orleans Magazines" ran in the Louisiana Historical Quarterly (2). 

One cannot simply say that whatever looks like a newspaper is a newspaper, and 
whatever looks like a magazine is a magazine. More careful distinctions must be made. By 
general agreement, a newspaper ordinarily is published on a fairly regular schedule, contains 
a number of different stories per issue, bears a name or title, and usually is made available to 
a fairly general public. Much the same can be said of magazines, except that a magazine can 
be published by and for a single organization or other specific group of people having like 
interests, as opposed to being offered to a more diverse audience. The crux of the matter in 
separating the one from the other is more a matter of content than appearance, especially in 
the case of the early titles, some of which seem to be part newspaper, part magazine. In such 
cases, the distinction is merely a matter of degree. If the publication’s editor devoted 
substantial space to coverage of politics or public affairs, topics usually considered "hard 
news," then it should be considered a newspaper. Examples are L’Omnibus (1840-1841?) and 
the 1846 miscellany Le Grelot (The Bell). If, on the other hand, political matters take a 
decided back seat to literary content and stories on music or theater, then it would be better 
classified as a magazine, the kind known as a "miscellany." Although most early American 
newspapers contained much non-political content, had poetry corners, and often appeared to 
enjoy trying to entertain their readers, the early newspaper nevertheless tended to concern 
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itself with providing information on fairly recent happenings, however geographically 
distant. The magazine, while it of course contains items of truly informative value, is, on 
balance, even more attuned to entertaining its readers than is the newspaper. Making this 
delicate distinction when examining titles published in the South is especially difficult, in 
light of a consideration mentioned in Emery and Emery’ s The Press in America: 
"Southerners met to enjoy themselves; New Englanders met to improve themselves—and 
others." (3) One might note that these predispositions carried over to the two regions’ 
choices of periodical literature. 

Whether a title is more properly considered a newspaper or a magazine is also 
problematical in the case of several humor publications that appear in this study. For 
example, an exhibit in the Tulane library identifies Le Charivari Louisianais of 1842 as the 
nation’s first newspaper printed by lithography. Similarly, Loyola University master’s 
candidate Jeanne Marie Garon has called the satirical Le Carillon of 1869 a newspaper. (4) 
Tinker shared her assessment, (5) whereas Griffin (6) and John M. Jones Jr. (7), like this 
study’s writer, regarded it as a periodical. Garon also identified La Renaissance Louisianaise as 
a newspaper, whereas Tinker, in his Bibliography, called it a paper on one page and one of 
New Orleans’ three most important periodicals on another. (8) The position taken here is 
that periodic publications that are entirely or almost entirely devoted to humor or satire are 
more properly considered periodicals rather than newspapers, regardless of their frequency of 
publication or their physical format. 

Determining whether some of these publications were magazines or newspapers, 
then, was one of the challenges of this project. Other difficulties included the researcher’s 
limited grasp of French, which necessitated securing the expert translation help of a Paris-
born retired professor of French.(9) Another difficulty was the very limited library holdings 
of these periodicals. This study was supported by a travel grant from Virginia Tech’s College 
of Arts & Sciences, which funded two one-week visits to the Louisiana Collection at Tulane 
University’s Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, which holds the most extensive collection of 
this material, and one week at the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Mass., the 
second most important collection.(10) Also visited were the Louisiana State Museum in New 
Orleans and the library of Duke University. Although these collections hold full runs of a 
few of the more important of these periodicals, holdings of most of the remaining titles are 
small indeed, limited in certain cases to only a prospectus or a single surviving issue. 

A handful of these periodicals identified by Tinker or Griffin as held at Tulane, the 
Antiquarian Society, or the Louisiana State Museum can no longer be located in those 
repositories. Examples are Le Moustique (1892), once held at the Louisiana State Museum, 
and La Revue (1895), which had been donated to the Antiquarian Society but was later sold 
or otherwise disposed of inasmuch as the Society’s focus in on pre-1876 periodicals and 
newspapers. A final impediment was that some of these rare periodicals were in such fragile 
condition that librarians would not allow photocopies to be made. (11) 

General Historical Background 
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The original exploration of what is now Louisiana was done by Robert Cavalier de La 
Salle in 1682. It was La Salle who named the territory for the French king Louis XIV. Actual 
settlement of Louisiana was begun in 1698 and 1699 by two brothers, Iberville and 
Bienville. The new colony was managed by three French governors until, in 1717, its 
governance was placed under the Company of the West. A year later, Bienville was named 
governor, upon which he began the settlement of New Orleans, or, in French, Nouvelle-
Orleans, which he made the colony’s capital in 1723. Around this same time, a group of 
roughly 400 Germans re-located from the Arkansas territory to a settlement near New 
Orleans, which helps account for the eventual presence in that city of several newspapers and 
two magazines published in German.(12) 

France’s lack of success in the Seven Years’ War, coupled with domestic corruption, 
cost that nation her American colonies. Louisiana was given to Spain by the secret treaty of 
Fontainebleau, signed in 1762 by Louis XV. In the following year, Louis ceded all France’s 
possessions on the western bank of the Mississippi, except New Orleans, to Great Britain, 
which also received from Spain the land immediately east of the Mississippi, plus Florida. 
Three years after the treaty of Fontainebleau, Spanish officials arrived in Louisiana but did 
not take firm charge of its government. In 1768, the French and German residents of the 
colony rebelled against Spanish rule and expelled the Spanish governor, but in 1769, Spain 
sent a contingent of troops and re-took Louisiana. More than a decade thereafter, in 1779, 
Spain declared war on Great Britain and thereby entered the American Revolution. After the 
war, in 1802, Spain ceded Louisiana to France, and in 1803, Napoleon Bonaparte sold the 
colony to the United States for eighty million francs. At this time the population of New 
Orleans stood at roughly 8,000. (13) 

No magazine had been published in New Orleans or elsewhere in Louisiana by this 
time, but the city had seen the establishment of a few newspapers. The first was Le Moniteur 
de la Louisiane in 1794, founded during Spanish rule but published weekly in French. Two 
more papers were founded in the city in 1803: Le Telegraphe (1803-1812) and The Union, or 
New Orleans Advertiser & Price Current (1803-1804). The Gazette de la Louisiane appeared 
in 1804. Another paper was founded in 1807, two in 1808, (14) and in 1809, printed in 
French and English, began L’ Ami des Lois. Writing in The Standard History of New Orleans, 
J.M. Leveque traces various changes in name and ownership of this newspaper: Le 
Louisianais et L’Ami des Lois, L’Argus, Le Republicain de la Louisiane, and finally, in 1835, 
L’Abeille (The Bee). Other early papers of note were The Louisiana Advertiser (1820), The 
Weekly Advertiser (1824, later as The True American), and finally, the venerable New Orleans 
Daily Picayune, founded in 1837. The founding of these newspapers is mentioned here to 
provide chronological perspective for the appearance of the city’s early magazines. 

French-language Magazines Appear in New Orleans 

In the prologue to his Bibliography, Edward Tinker remarks that French-language 
newspapers and magazines "sprang up in Louisiana like mushrooms and died like flies" 
during the 1800s, but that for years, they were "the only cultural influence to reach a large 
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part of the state’s population isolated by its ignorance of English." (15) It is easy for 
Americans today to forget just how French the city and its state were prior to the Civil War. 
In addition, three distinct waves of French journalists came to New Orleans during the first 
half of the 19th century. The first occurred in the century’s initial decade following an 
uprising in Santo Domingo, where these journalists had been working. The second involved 
exiles from France in the 1830s, and the third group was cast out of France by Napoleon III 
in and shortly after 1848. French immigrants and Creoles, then, founded a total of 42 non-
newspaper periodicals during the 1800s. 

Miscellanies: New Orleans’ Earliest Periodicals Having the Characteristics of Magazines 

The first of the city’s magazines were founded in the 1820s and 1830s. These were 
"miscellanies," inasmuch as their content was so various in subject matter. Their physical 
appearance was not much different from the weekly newspapers of their day, but their 
content was more entertainment-centered and therefore more nearly magazine-like. 

Earliest was Le Propagateur Louisianais, Journal Hebdomadaire du Cercle Social (The 
Louisiana Propagator, Weekly Journal of the Social Circle) (Figure 1), founded in 1827. 
Exactly what social circle its owner, Edouard Louvet, intended his two-page publication to 
serve could not be ascertained, but probably the Propagateur was aimed at rather an elite 
audience, as opposed to the somewhat more general audience that a newspaper would have 
had even then. Louvet had moved the publication to New Orleans from New York City, 
where he had published it since 1825 under a different title, Le Reveil. The one extant issue 
of Le Propagateur (Figure 1), held at the Antiquarian Society, contained but three articles, 
none of which were on political topics. The cover page was devoted to a new teaching 
method, pescalozzi, which had originated in Switzerland. On page two appeared a shorter 
article on "Persian literature" and a curious, introspective article titled "Where Are You 
Going?" The Propagateur was an entirely serious, high-toned periodical. Perhaps it was overly 
serious, inasmuch as it folded in July of the same year as its founding. 

Tinker’s bibliography notes that the Propagateur’s demise was satirically celebrated 
with an "obituary" in its rival, the four-page Le Passe-Tems, Macedoine Politique et Litteraire 
(16) (Figure 2), which began publishing six times a month shortly after the former periodical 
was founded. In French, "macedoine" means a medley or mixture, and "Tems" appears to be 
a shortened form of what would more correctly be Temps, or time. The title translates to 
The Pastime. It offered a mixture of not only the political and the literary, but the serious and 
the comic. One issue, for example, contained a make-believe conversation between Napoleon 
and one of his generals. Bonaparte allows, with comic understatement, that he might have 
done some things differently, but that he "was never ambitious." Le Passe-Tems’ editor 
seemed more concerned with entertaining than with describing contemporary public affairs, 
and a good deal of content looked back at historical events, as well. 

The next two such miscellanies appeared in 1834. Each had the physical appearance 
of a weekly newspaper, but each was too full of merriment to be newspaper-like in content. 
One is Le Renard Democrate (The Democratic Fox), published weekly by J.J. Regnard. The 
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only extant issues are two held by Tulane’s library. The entire top third of page one was filled 
with the beautifully engraved image of a wily fox. The periodical’s four pages contain poems, 
theater reviews, and articles on non-political topics. Second of these was Le Corsaire 
Louisianais (The Louisiana Pirate), also a weekly. The woodcut for its flag shows a jaunty 
pirate standing beside a canon on the deck of his sailing ship. Virtually all the copy seemed 
to be written tongue in cheek rather than straight-on in the manner of most newspapers. 

Each of the preceeding miscellanies appeared early in the city’s periodical history—
prior to 1840. The fifth, oddly, appeared much later, in 1892. It was titled L’Observateur 
Louisianais (The Louisiana Observer), Revue Mensuelle, Religieuse, Politique et Litteraire 
(Figure 3). Volume VI, No. 3 of this monthly leads with an article headlined "His Majesty 
the Mississippi," a river that, according to the article’s writer, is forever putting engineers in 
their place. Following is an article critical of the U.S. press compared to that of most 
European countries. U.S. papers, says the article, are filled with mere gossip, not with 
dignified presentations of factual detail. Another article in the same issue decries the water 
cure as a humbug. L’Observateur appeared until 1897. 

Magazines of Humor and Satire 

Ever a cosmopolitan city filled with jollity, New Orleans was home to five humor 
magazines during the 1800s. The earliest was Le Moqueur, Journal des Flaneurs (The Scoffer, 
Journal of Strollers) (Figure 4) of 1837, a weekly now held only by the Louisiana State 
Museum. Four numbers have survived, the last of which was No. 31, dated September 10, 
1837. All its copy—articles, verse, and snippets—appear devoted to humorous amusement. 

Most graphically unusual of all the periodicals in this study was Le Charivari 
Louisianais of 1842, which was not set in type, but was handwritten and then lithographed. 
An exhibit at the Tulane library identifies Le Charivari as America’s first newspaper to be 
printed by lithography. It would better be classified as a magazine, however, in that clearly its 
whole purpose was to amuse and satirize. Its purpose is immediately clear, even to one who 
reads no French at all, by the appearance of its cartoon-style illustrations. Three issues have 
survived. The main target of the Charivari’s satire was the Whig party. Page 3 of the July 8, 
1842 issue is given over to a cartoon of an "agitator Whig" who is regaling other citizens at 
election time while his carriage driver looks on, bored. 

From July 1846 and into early 1847 appeared Le Taenarion, Satires Periodiques, 
edited and published by Felix de Courmont. Each semi-weekly issue contained a piece of 
satirical verse written by the editor. In December 1846, for instance, appeared the poem 
"L’Amour," which poked fun at love. Other satirical poems in subsequent issues included 
"La Cupidite" and "Les Solliciteurs." (17) The derivation of the word Taenarion is unclear, 
but perhaps it refers to Taenarus, a place in southern Greece known as a religious shrine. 

Fourth was the bitingly satirical Le Carillon, Journal peu politique, encore moins 
litteraire et pas du tout serieux (The Warning Bell, a journal slightly political, even less literary, 
and not at all serious), founded in 1869 by Pierre Forester Durel, a Paris-trained Creole 
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surgeon who served the Confederacy during the Civil War. He began his weekly after four 
years of Reconstruction. His favorite targets were the city’s new black leaders, most especially 
lieutenant governor Cesar C. Antoine. Tinker described Le Carillon as "a much needed safety 
valve for the hate and pent up bitterness of the Creoles" (18) during this period. In the 
December 15, 1872 issue began an especially bigoted item known as the "menagerie series," 
in which the black members of the Louisiana legislature were depicted as animals, such as the 
jackal, baboon, gorilla or mule. This series was continued in the following three issues. Other 
similar treatments appeared in other sourthern periodicals and newspapers of this time, such 
as John Moncure Daniel’s Richmond Examiner. 

Tight finances caused Dr. Durel to close Le Carillon for two years, but in 1872 
Mme. Durel pawned some family diamonds to allow her husband to resurrect his anti-black 
and anti-Carpetbagger periodical, which then ran from November 1872 until May 1875, 
shortly prior to Dr. Durel’s death. In the March 30, 1873 issue, the subtitle was changed to 
Organe des Populations Franco-Louisianais, and with that change, Le Carillon became more 
newspaper-like and less a humor periodical. 

The final such magazine appeared in 1892: Le Moustique (The Mosquito), Journal 
hebdomadaire, devoue aux intrets et a l’amusement du public. The American Antiquarian 
Society once held this title, which had been given to it by Edward Tinker, but it was later 
sold. Sadly, no record appears to exist as to the present whereabouts of these last-known 
copies of Le Moustique. 

Medical Periodicals 

It might seem surprising that four French-language medical journals were published 
in New Orleans during the 1800s, but for the consideration of the city’s moist, semi-tropical 
climate. Such a climate lent itself to a succession of epidemics in which tropical and malarial 
diseases killed hundreds, sometimes thousands of the city’s residents yearly. Yellow fever was 
a terrible killer, especially in 1817, 1819, 1820, 1832, 1847 and 1853, the worst year of all, 
when nearly 8,000 died from it. Cholera was especially rampant in 1832, killing roughly 
one-seventh of the city’s population, and in 1877 smallpox killed 2,000. (19) These and 
other medical problems made medicine a particularly salient topic in this epidemic-racked 
city. 

The first of New Orleans’ medical journals was founded in 1839: Le Journal de la Societe 
Medicale de la Nouvelle-Orleans. It was a quarterly, but only four numbers appeared. The 
journal was revived in 1859 as a monthly review, but the Civil War interrupted the regularity 
of its appearance and brought the journal to its end in 1861. 

Second was the even more short-lived L’Union Medicale de la Louisiane, a monthly 
review founded by Dr. Charles Delery in 1852. It appeared for a single year. According to 
Edward Tinker, an argument between Delery and another prominent physician, Dr. Faget, 
concerning whether blacks and Creoles were immune to yellow fever, became so bitter that 
Delery challenged Faget to a duel. (20) Faget declined, however, citing religious objections to 
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the code duello. Delery’s position was that no one was immune to this disease. The 
Antiquarian Society’s copy of this periodical is bound in book form, 322 pages plus a table of 
contents. 

The two remaining medical periodicals published in French were devoted to 
homeopathic medicine. The first was the monthly Le Practicien Homoeopathe, Journal de 
Medecine Homoeopathique, published by Louis Caboche during parts of 1857 and 1858. The 
second was L’Homion, Revue de la Doctrine Homoeopathique, published somewhat irregularly, 
1859-1861, by a Dr. Taxil of the Homeopathic College of the West in Cleveland, Ohio. 

Literature and the Arts 

Given New Orleans’ role as the cultural center of the French-American subculture, it 
is hardly surprising that the largest category of these magazines—a total of 17—was devoted 
to literary, dramatic, and other artistic interests. The earliest such periodical appears to have 
been L’Entr’ Acte (The Intermission), Journal Politique et Litteraire, a weekly founded in 1834. 
This periodical is not mentioned by earlier researchers, but its Vol. I, No. 1 is held by the 
Antiquarian Society. In 1850 and 1851 appeared a second, unrelated L’Entr’ Acte, a tri-
weekly that dealt mainly with theater and literature and that ran lithographs of New Orleans 
actresses. It was published by A. Britsch and edited by L. Placide Canonge. A third, also 
unrelated periodical of the same title ran in 1870, published by Alfred Mercier and edited by 
L.E. Marchand. Only the Antiquarian Society holds the second Entr’Acte, and only Tulane 
the third. 

The next title in this category was La Creole, Gazette des Salons, des Arts, et des Modes 
(Gazette of the Salons, of the Arts, and of Fashions) (Figure 5), founded in 1837 as a semi-
weekly. In France, the term "gazette" implies a periodical of light, entertaining content, as 
opposed to "journal," which usually indicates more serious purpose. Comment on the city’s 
theater scene predominates in this magazine, with shorter pieces on current fashions, and 
page 4 of each 4-page issue contained the words and score of a song, more often than not, a 
sentimental ballad. 

In 1841 appeared La Lorgnette (The Opera Glasses), another 4-page semi-weekly 
devoted mainly to theater, but containing some verse and literary commentary. It was edited 
by L. Placide Canonge and was published through 1843, but only during the theater season, 
which excluded the summer months. Its eye-catching flag depicted two satyrs flanking an 
opera box, from which fashionable patrons peer through opera glasses. 

The next such magazine, L’Album Litteraire: Journal des Jeunes Gens, Amateurs de 
Litterature of 1843, is unusual in that most of its writers were black. It began as a 12-page 
monthly, changing about a year later to semi-monthly publication, and it appears to have 
been the city’s first strictly literary magazine, making it doubly a good candidate for further 
research. (21) 

From 1846 to 1848 appeared La Revue Louisianaise. Tinker ranks this literary weekly 
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as one of the three most important of all Louisiana’s French-language magazines. The 
typescript of a partial index is available in English at both Tulane and the Antiquarian 
Society. The Revue is more inclusive of the city’s whole cultural scene, mainly concerned 
with literary matters, but also interested in history, biography, fashion, the other arts and 
even, to a lesser degree, the court scene and politics. A good deal of local poetry appears, and 
beginning in Volume II are a series of caricatures of prominent New Orleanians. La Revue 
was published by La Societe Litteraire et Typographique of New Orleans. 

L’Eventail (The Fan) was another magazine of general cultural content that 
apparently was published during 1846 and 1847. No issues are extant, but the Antiquarian 
Society has its prospectus, dated November 1846. The scope of this semi-weekly was listed as 
a sort of subtitle: "Litterature, Politique, Arts, Theatre, Sciences, Fantaisies, Modes." 

For one year, 1849, appeared Veillees Louisianaises (The Louisiana Night 
Conversation), a Sunday literary supplement to the New Orleans newspaper La Chronique. 
Both were published by Dr. Charles Testut. This magazine was used mainly to serialize 
historical novels having to do with Louisiana. It is now available to researchers only bound as 
a book, and only at Tulane’s library. 

In 1851 was published, however briefly, L’Album Louisianais, Revue Litteraire et 
Artistique, edited and published as a weekly by Louis Audibert. Tinker suggests that L’Album 
might not have continued past its maiden number, which led with an article and lithograph 
on the city’s new cathedral. 

Tulane holds one very fragile 4-page issue of the 1854 Le Coup-D’Oeil (The Wink), 
copiously subtitled Revue hebdomadaire de la ville, des Theatres, des Arts, de la Mode, des 
Publications Nouvelles, des Magasines et des Journeau de Paris. It was edited during its brief 
existence by Aristide Geraud and M. de Grandfort and appears to have been devoted mainly 
to theater reviews and verse. 

Published in both French and English editions was La Loge D’Opera (The Opera 
Box), a 2-page journal litteraire published in 1856 and 1857. Edward Clifton Wharton 
edited the English version, Charles de la Bretonne the French. Content of the two editions 
differed somewhat from one another. Despite the musical allusion in the title, this weekly’s 
main interest was literary, as the subtitle indicated. An unusual item was a series describing, 
with no names attached, the city’s prominent society ladies ("Gallerie des Jolies Femmes"). 

During the years 1861-1871 appeared an important weekly periodical titled La 
Renaissance Louisianaise, Revue hebdomadaire, Politique, Scientifique et Litteraire. Its first 
editor was Emile Hiriart. Henri Vignaud had charge of its literary content, and no fewer 
than nineteen associate editors, which included the well known literary figure Charles 
Gayarre, are listed in the flag. Page 8 of the first issue features a long poem by C. O. Dugue, 
titled, after the periodical’s own title, "La Renaissance." The ten-year run of this periodical 
indicates its relative success. 
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Even more important and successful was the bi-monthly Les Comptes-Rendus de 
l’Athenee Louisianais (Publications of the Louisiana Athenaeum) (Figure 6), which appeared in 
1876 and, with some interruptions, is still being published today. The diminished 
importance of the French language and French culture in Louisiana after the Civil War and 
Reconstruction led to the creation, in 1875, of a Creole support group calling itself 
L’Athenee Louisianais. Tinker quotes the prominent literary figure Lafcadio Hearn, who 
worked in New Orleans for some years, as saying that only a few U.S. magazines published 
in English were the equal of Les Comptes-Rendus. The periodical’s purposes were to 
encourage scientific, literary and artistic inquiry, and to promote local talent. It initially 
published original material written in French, papers delivered at the society’s meetings, 
work taken from French magazines, and French-language material from earlier Louisiana 
sources. Prime movers behind this periodical were lawyer-physician Alfred Mercier, the 
Athenee’s first president; his brother, Armand Mercier; Dr. Charles Turpin; Civil War 
general Pierre G. T. Beauregard and several other prominent Creoles. (22) L’Opera et ses 
Hotes (The Opera and Its Guests), 1881, was a large-format, 8-page magazine that featured 
articles on the stars of the city’s French opera. Illustrations for these articles are unusual in 
that photographs of the singers were literally pasted onto the magazine’s pages. Only Tulane 
holds this title. Opera figures prominently in this and other of the city’s arts magazines 
inasmuch as New Orleans had a flourishing opera scene and was probably the city that 
introduced this musical form to the United States. 

Founded in 1887 and edited by A. Meynier was the weekly Le Diamant (The 
Diamond), Publication Illustree, held only at Tulane. How long this title continued in 
publication could not be discovered. It is noteworthy for its local verse, interesting accounts 
of Louisiana history, and various songs and proverbs written in Negro-French dialect. 

Last in this category, and the final French-language magazine to be founded in nineteenth-
century New Orleans, was La Revue, a monthly published by Mlle. Marie Roussel. Its 
avowed purpose was to encourage use of the French language. The short-lived 40-page 
magazine apparently was folded after Mlle. Roussel’s June 1895 marriage to the Count de 
Calcinara. Only Tulane holds this title. 

Club Organs 

Four French-language New Orleans periodicals were devoted to the interests of 
fraternal organizations or clubs, three to Freemasonry and one to a politically oriented 
organization known as "the French Commune." Certainly the city had its share of secret 
societies, by far the oldest of which is Masonry, active in Louisiana since the late 1700s.(23) 
Most of New Orleans’ early Masons were French by birth or ancestry, and the first of that 
order’s periodicals in the city was Le Franc-Macon Louisianais, published monthly during 
1845 and 1846 by Charles David. Second was Le Bulletin de la Maconnerie Louisianaise, a 
semi-monthly of the Scottish Rites Council of Louisiana in 1869 and perhaps for a short 
time thereafter. No extant files are known. Third, Le Progres et Liberte, Bulletin de la Franc-
Maconnerie en Louisiane, was founded at the beginning of 1886 by Gaston Dupoy de Hours, 
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intended as a monthly. It is not known whether the periodical continued to be published 
after its initial issue. Whereas the rest of this periodical was in French, the lower portion of 
page 10 and all of page 11 were in English, giving a brief explanation of Free Masonry, 
written by R.L. Desdunes, whose purpose was to speak out against bigotry and "social 
tyranny" during Reconstruction. 

The fourth club organ was the monthly La Commune de la Nouvelle-Orleans, 
founded in 1871 by Le Club International et d’Assistance Mutuelle de la Nouvelle-Orleans. 
No known file of this magazine exists. 

Other clubs and secret societies in the city, none of which published club organs in 
French, include the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, the Knights of Pythias, the Order of 
the Seven Wise Men, the Knights of Honor, the American Legion of Honor, and The 
Ancient Order of United Workmen. Still others were the Knights and Ladies of the Golden 
Rule, the Order of Heptasophs, (24) and the Ancient Order of Druids. 

Women’s Magazines 

Only two nineteenth-century French-language magazines were published specifically 
for women readers. One, La Violette (The Violet), Revue Musicale et Litteraire, Publiee sous le 
Patronage des Dames de la Louisiane, appeared variously as a monthly and semi-monthly 
during 1849 and early 1850. "Dieu et les Belles" was the cover motto chosen by its 
publisher, Charles de la Bretonne, who used the nom de plume Jacques de Rouguiny and 
who specialized in writing about music. 

The first article in No. 1 was on the pianists of New Orleans, and concert news 
appeared on page 4. On pages 5 and 6 were "Galerie des Jolies Femmes de la Nouvelle-
Orleans," and 10 and 11 contained a fashion article signed by "Mephistopheles." On page 
12 of the 16-page magazine was "Poesie de la Musique," in French text, but preceded by a 
Shakespearian quote in English: 

The man that hath no music in himself, 

Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds, 

Is fit for treason, strategems and spoils; 

The motions of his spirit are dull as night, 

And his affections dark as Erebus: 

Let not such man be trusted. 

The other women’s magazine, Le Messager des Dames, Journal de Litterature et des 
Modes, was a weekly, dates unknown, inasmuch as no issues appear to have survived. The 
Tulane library holds a copy of the magazine’s prospectus, however. 
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Other 

Published in both French and English during 1848 was an education-oriented 
periodical titled Le Polyglotte (meaning one who speaks many languages) and subtitled 
Journal Scientifique et Litteraire. Its founder was a priest, the Abbe Malavergne of the College 
of New Orleans. The primary purpose of this periodical seems to have been to promote the 
Abbe’s method of teaching writing and literary analysis. 

Strangest of all these 42 periodicals was Le Spiritualiste de la Nouvelle-Orleans, Echo 
Mensuel (Figure 7). This "monthly echo," which espoused the mid-century fad of 
spiritualism, was published by Joseph Barthet during 1857 and 1858. A "medium" who 
claimed to be able to communicate with the spirit world, Barthet used a method of 
"interviewing" that would make today’s tabloid writers blush: he would "contact" famous 
individuals who long had been dead and write up their "revelations." Barthet was also able to 
coax poetry from his "Amis Invisibles." The magazine’s cover page showed two disembodied 
hands clasping one another, presumably representing contact between the corporeal and 
spirit worlds. 

Three More Probable Magazines—No Copies Extant 

Three more titles appear likely to have been magazines but are unavailable for 
inspection of their content. The earliest of these is L’Ane (The Donkey) of 1835, which is 
listed as a weekly by Tinker. L’Ane may well be a miscellany similar to the other such 
periodicals described in this study. 

Second is Le Penseur (The Thinker), published in or around 1847, according to 
Tinker. Third is Le Cetace (The Whale), a weekly published for part of 1848 by Hippolyte 
Debautte, again, according to Tinker. Perhaps future researchers will succeed in locating 
copies of these fugitive publications in some obscure archive or collection. 

Conclusion 

The history of New Orleans’ French-language periodicals echoes the history of 
magazine publishing in the American South in general. Few of the entire region’s magazines 
enjoyed a long life, unless supported by an organization of some kind, as were many English-
language religious magazines, or as was Les Comptes-Rendus (Figure 7). Both southern 
magazines in general and the magazines described in this study sought to foster the culture 
and traditions of their region, but these New Orleans periodicals had the additional aim of 
trying to preserve the use of the French language so as to perpetuate, or at least extend, the 
Creole subculture. This felt need was especially important following the Civil War when acts 
of the state’s legislature (25) provided that French could no longer be used to report court 
news. Use of French had been greatly reduced in New Orleans by 1900, but the language 
lives on with enormous charm in the names of the people, streets and institutions of that 
truly distinctive city. 
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NOTES 

1 Worcester, Mass.: American Antiquarian Society, 1933. Readers are reminded that libraries 
divide periodic publications into 1) newspapers and 2) periodicals. Note, too, the various 
meanings of "journal," which sometimes refers to a newspaper, or to a scholarly or scientific 
periodical, or to a diary-like publication. In France, "journal" often denotes a newspaper, but 
not always. Also, in our own country and language, Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper is 
almost universally regarded as a magazine. Back 

2 Louisiana Historical Quarterly 18(July 1935): 491-556. Back 

3 (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1988): 18. Back 

4 Garon, "Wit as a Weapon in a New Orleans Creole Weekly: Le Carillon’s Place in the 
Southern Journalism of Defiance," a paper delivered before the American Journalism 
Historians Association, Mobile, Ala., October 1997. Back 

5 Tinker, p. 24. Back 

6 Griffin, p. 498. Back 

7 Jones, The Carillon Satires: November 2, 1873-May 17, 1874 (Camden, N.J.: privately 
printed, 1978): 5. Back 

8 Tinker, pp. 71 and 73. Back 

9 Prof. Paule Kline now lives in retirement in Blacksburg, Va. She has taught at Radford 
University, Virginia Tech, and Hampden Sydney College. Back 

10 Edward Tinker of New Orleans donated a substantial part of his collection of French-
language periodicals and newspapers to the Society. Back 

11 Examples are La Renard Democrate and La Revue, held only at Tulane. Back 

12 The newspapers include the dailies the Deutsche Zeitung (1850-1855), the Louisiana 
Staats-Zeitung (1850-1866), the Tagliche Deutsche Zeitung (1866-1872), and the New 
Orleans Tagliche Deutsche Zeitung (1872-1877). Weeklies were the Wochentliche Deutsche 
Zeitung (1859-?), the Sonntags-Blatt der New Orleans Deutsche Zeitung (1866-1907), and the 
New-Orleans Wochentliche Deutsche Zeitung (1866-1876). The two magazines were the Echo 
von New Orleans (1850-?) and Unserer Lustigen Blatter (1891). Issues of both magazines are 
avaliable at the Tulane library. Back 

13 An excellent source on the city’s general history is Henry Rightor, ed., The Standard 
History of New Orleans (Chicago: Lewis Publishing, 1900). Back 
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14 These newspapers were Le Courier de la Louisiane (1807-1879), L’Echo du Commerce 
(1808), and La Lanterne Magique (1808). Back 

15 Tinker, p. 5. Back 

16 Tinker, p. 68. Back 

17 Both these poems appeared in August 1846. Back 

18 Tinker, p.25. The word "Creole" has no universally accepted definition but is usually 
applied to French-speaking Louisianians of French or other European ancestry. Back 

19 See Dr. Gayle Aiken’s chapter, "The Medical History of New Orleans," in Rightor, ed., 
The Standard History of New Orleans, pp. 203-315. Back 

20 Tinker, p. 19. Back 

21 See John W. Blassingame, Black New Orleans, 1860-1880 (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1973): 130-137. This source describes a community of wealthy black New 
Orleans Creoles who often contributed to some of the city’s French-language literary 
magazines. Two who published in L’Album were the poet Camille Thierry and poet / 
novelist Joanni Questy. Other examples include Michel Seligny, who published verse in La 
Renaissance Louisianais, and Lucien Mansion, who did likewise in Les Comptes-Rendus. Back 

22 A great deal of information on this magazine is available. See Reginald Ford Trotter, 
Index to the Comptes Rendus l’Athenee Louisianais and a General History of the Organization, 
M.A. Thesis, Tulane University, 1952. Also see Ruby Van Allen Caulfield, The French 
Literature of Louisiana (New York: Institute of French Studies, Columbia University, 1929). 
Back 

23 A history of this organization’s efforts in Louisiana is James B. Scot’s Outline of the Rise 
and Progress of Freemasonry in Louisiana (New Orleans: privately published, 1912). Back 

24 This fraternal lodge had its own English-language organ in New Orleans, The Heptasoph 
(1870). Back 

25 Acts of Louisiana Legislature, No. 29 (February 21, 1866) and No. 188 (October 21, 
1868). Back 

 


